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VIDEO-ABSTRACTS



«Movie trailer of research.»

«Video abstracts drive readers to the full-text article.»

«Hundreds of journals allow authors to submit a video
abstract, i.e., a short video describing their research, 
along with their article. Consequently, results of
scientific experiments are now appearing on YouTube 
and attracting a larger audience.»

VIDEO-ABSTRACTS





Stories to tell – Storytelling
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Introduction Pro/Con‘s Further Thoughts

> Examples
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Results



Transformational
Process for
Video-Abstract



1. Body of Knowledge
Re-formatting written texts; 
condense; interweave; contextualize; 
adaptation; rewrite; show, don’t tell;
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1. Body of Knowledge
Re-formatting written texts; 
condense; interweave; contextualize; 
adaptation; rewrite; show, don’t tell;

2. Structural Logic
Structure of moving images; 
characteristics; epistemic power; 
multimodality;

3. (Audiovisual) Rhetorics
Performance; characters; surrounding spaces; 
image-sound rhetoric's; visual argumentation; 
but also ambiguity of images;

4. Arc of Suspense
Storytelling; narration; time-space 
element; rhythm; film = conflict;

5. Playful Approach
Filmmaking is such an intense work; 
you have to enjoy it! 

FIVE MEDIA PRINCIPLES FOR
RESEARCH VIDEOS  



TRADITIONAL
ACADEMIC
PUBLICATIONS



SCOTT SPICER: EXPLORING VIDEO ABSTRACTS IN SCIENCE JOURNALS. 2014.

VIDEO-ABSTRACTS OF VIDEO-ABSTRACTS



TRADITIONAL
ACADEMIC
PUBLICATIONS
Who‘s your target group?



- Peers (closed cricle)
- Wider discipline
- Inter- or transdisciplinary range
- Professionals
- Popular science
- All ages





VISUAL
(LANGUAGE)



«David Attenborough emphasised the epistemic
power of film-making [...]: ‘We were able, for instance, 
to put together views of living amphibians which no
one had been able to see in that range of time ever. No 
zoo could show you that amount. The visual effect
was devastating’»

NICHOLAS WHAPSHOTT: »THE PERFECT TEACHER, BACK WITH ANIMALS», IN: THE TIMES VOM
1. MÄRZ 1980: 14., CITED IN: JEAN-BAPISTE GOUYON: »SCIENCE AND FILM-MAKING», IN: 
PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCE 25.1, 2016: 33.







Not only visualization,
but epistemic qualities of
the audiovisual medium

For scientific video-abstracts:



Signs, Arguments, Examples (Aristoteles)

#demonstrate #visualize
#document #visualproof





VISUAL
1. Standard Moving Images
2. Slow-Motion / Time Lapse / Macro
3. (Moving) Photographs
4. Animations: Stop-Motion, Drawings, 

3D, Motion Tracking, ...
5. Written Text: In the image / Part of the

image / Overlay / Subtitles



Camera Technology

AND
Image Aesthetics



Camera Technology
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Image Aesthetics











Topic
Discipline
Speaker
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Written Text in Video ≠ Written Text in Video











Synchrese
«forging of an immediate and necessary
relationship between something one sees
and something one hears at the same time.»
MICHEL CHION: AUDIO-VISION: SOUND ON SCREEN, 1994.

IMAGE-SOUND RELATION



AUDIOVISUAL
(LANGUAGE)



AUDIO
1. Voices: On-Screen, Off-Screen, Voice-over
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AUDIO
1. Voices: On-Screen, Off-Screen, Voice-over
2. Sound Elements: Foley, Sound Elements 
3. Atmosphere: Surroundings Spaces



Chair of Ecosystem
Management, ETH Zurich
Prof. Dr. Jaboury Ghazoul



Oxford University; 
Himalayan Wolf Project
Geraldine Werhahn



AUDIO
1. Voices: On-Screen, Off-Screen, Voice-over
2. Sound Elements: Foley, Sound Elements 
3. Atmosphere: Surroundings Spaces
4. The Power of Music





KEY TAKEAWAYS
1. Practice. Start to use/re-use/produce

re-produce/remix audiovisual data for your research
2. Find your personal style: design can support or 

hinder your videocontent
3. Video ≠ Copy. Media design knowledge meets 

scientific knowledge: Transformation!





Presentation available on: 
audiovisualresearch.org

Manifesto Videos in Higher Education: 
medium.com

Jeanine Reutemann
jeanine@audiovisualresearch.org



WORKSHOP: 
Video-Abstract



15:00 Q & A
15:15 How to start? (incl. grouptask)
16:15 Individual Meetings



Why video?
Why video-abstracts?





> Script (yes and no)
Yes: helps with a clear red thread
No: you‘re the expert, embodied knowledge



> Script (yes and no)
Yes: helps with a clear red thread
No: you‘re the expert, embodied knowledge

> Storyboard (yes!)
> supports the development of a narration,
choice of images, creative design...



Preproduction
Definition of target audience, genre, format, technical equipment, workplan
(times, deadlines, work steps, tasks), roles, organization of production, script 
writing, production plan, research on similar films, access to existing material, 
search for copyright-free material and historical material. 

The actual production process

Montage, titles, translations, subtitles, ‘lower thirds’, (maybe) animations, 
visual effects, color grading, voice-over texts and recording, sound design, 
music, sound mix, end credits, rendering.

Production

Postproduction



Preproduction
Definition of target audience, genre, format, technical equipment, workplan
(times, deadlines, work steps, tasks), roles, organization of production, script 
writing, production plan, research on similar films, access to existing material, 
search for copyright-free material and historical material. 



VIDEO-ABSTRACT
HOW TO START?



Welcome...
In this study...



THE FIRST 5 SECONDS
Create an audio/visual hook



...Hook

...Question (Rhetorical) 

...Address audience

...Provocative Statement

...Strong Visual



MTech, ETH Zurich
Prof. Dr. Volker Hofmann

Corporate Sustainability

PROOF OF EXPERTISE?
Authorship; Affiliation; Team; Discipline





PROOF OF EXPERTISE?
Authorship; Affiliation; Team; Discipline



WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

Chair of Digital Humanities, EPFL
Prof. Dr. Frédéric Kaplan
Dr. Isabella di Lenardo

Venice Time Machine



DATA COLLECTION
Expert Interviews; Field Work, Laboratory Shots, Experiment Documentation
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KNOWLEDGE GENERATION PROCESS
Raw Observations; Prototypes; Notations; Sketches, Drafts; Thought Experiments



KNOWLEDGE GENERATION PROCESS
Raw Observations; Prototypes; Notations; Sketches, Drafts; Thought Experiments



Wissenschaft - Kunst - Natur: Audiovision - 
Wissenschaftskommunikation - Ästhetik

ästhetisierung der forschung

Kamera - Wahl der Linse

Perspektivenwechsel > verformung von objekten

Normalobjektiv 50mm > wenn tele, makro oder fishlense > verzerren der natürlichen perspektiven, 

z.B. goldener Schnitt von Pflanze verändern

Natur verzerren, ästhetisieren von begebenheiten

Tiefenschärfe

Natur in "bestem" Licht präsentieren

generierung von wissen durch bildeinstellung
makro, time lapse

Einstellungswinkel > kombination von bildelementen im selben bild und in montage

Unterpunkt 3

Bildwahl

schärfe unschärfe... was für eine Bedeutung erzeugt das?

überschärfung, hyperimages - bedeutung.. .verlust der Weichheit?

Problem der Ambiguität der Bilder

From this point of view, educational videos (higher education) have somehow a stronger root in to 

Broadcast docs, as the words are dominant (in almost every scientific discipline). I would claim that 

this is one of the reasons, why academic video productions (educational and research dissemination) 

renounces a strong imagery language in videos > first, as words are still dominant in research and 

teaching. Second, to avoid the trap of ambiguity between images and words.

But out of this strategy, we neglect a main feature of the actual potential that the audiovisual media 

can offer for scientific knowledge communication and education. In video, image & sound can be 

50/50. But: »We never see the same thing when we also hear; we don't hear the same thing when we 

see as weil« (Chion 1994: 19).

Filmischer Farbraum Natur grün...? What about yellow and blue tonalität...

krass wissenschaftliche over-voice, experimenteller Bildraum... unschärfe, Details... oder in Bildern 

Narrativ einer Geschichte, Ton-Narration wissenschaft

Experteninterviews... inszenierung, set-up > similarities and differences von bildeinstellung zu 

fragestellungen?

da bild details der visuell sichtbaren Sprache zeigt, umso wichiger, dass diese ebenso akkurat sichtbar 

sind wie ton gut hörbar sein muss

Case Studies
Scotland Field Course

Schrebergärten

Participatory Movies

Development of audiovisual language for science communication

- We should therefore develop a visual and auditive language for educational and academic videos, 

which leverages the media specific AND educational uniqueness: e.g. changes of time & space, image & 

words, interplay of dramaturgy & didactics, in which images are used in the same precise way as the 

words. Following, this would clearly differiates from classic TV public „knowledge communication“, 

where the images are mostly chosen in a fast production process (“Katzenbilder”) without any deeper 

reflection on the meaning in relation to the words and can evoke a, in the broadcast world so called 

“Bild-Ton-Schere, where the image denotes a different „meaning“ or even sometimes contradicts the 

words (over-voice). In my humble opinion, TV docs which claim to be educational are, although 

sometimes nicely reported, researched and pictorial, rather superficial and frequently follow a highly 

suggestive, „edutainment“ and attention-focus-driven approach (e.g. fast montage) in their visual and 

verbal representation of the topics and do not engage a recipient in a interactive way, but leave him in 

a bodiless passivity behind.

Public Understanding of Science

„In a democracy public opinion is a major influence in the decision-making process [...] To decide 

between competing claims of vocal interest gloups concerned about controversial issues such as >acid 

rain<, nuclear power, in vitro fertilization or animal experimentation, the individual needs to know 

some of the factual background to be able to assess the quality of the evidence being represented. 

Wider understanding of the scientific aspects of a given issue will not automatically lead to a 

consensus about the best answer, but it will at least lead to more informed, and therefore better, 

decision making [...] Greater familiarity with the nature and the findings of science will also help the 

individual to resist pseudo-scientific information. An uniformed public is very vulnerable to misleading 

ideas on, for example, diet or altemative me- dicine. An enhanced ability to shift the plausible from the 

implausible should be one ofthe benefits from better understanding of science.“ 

(Royal Society 1985: 10)

„Thou shalt communicate“

(ebd.)

>>> Unklarheit was kommuniziert werden muss

„But now the scientific establishment and national governments insists that the public must 

understand science if they are to be useful citizens, capable of functioning correctly as workers, 

consumers, and voters in a modern technological world. 

(Gregory/Miller 1998:1f)

Transformation von Wissenschaft durch mediale Begebenheiten

- Transformation von Wissen durch Medium?

> Dramaturgie / Narrationsstruktur

> Bild-Ton Interaktion (Wiedersprüche, Ergänzungen)

> Körperliche Darstellung des Wissenden

Ebenso durch mediale Formate: Wissenschaftsfilm, Wissensfilm, Bildungsfilm

TV

Cinema

Webformate

„Man shall not only know by hypothesis that the earth is not flat and still, but shall feel by sense and 

instinct that it is round and in flight. He shall come to know the earth as his own house, though he 

may never have escaped the narrow confines of his hamlet. The blurred narrow windows of his 

imagination may the become doorways wide and always open.“ 

Herman Scheffauer, The Vivifying of Space“ (1920)

“I believe that the motion picture is destined to revolutionize our educational system and that in a few 

years it will supplant largely, if not entirely, the use of textbooks,” 

Edison asserted in 1922, a reminder too that predictions about the coming ed-tech revolution are at 

least a hundred years old. 

SPRECHER

Körperliche Repräsentation des Wissenschaftlerser weiss wovon er spricht! Seriously?

Kommentator als Animator > Unterschied Wissenschaftler und professioneller Sprecher?

360° (VR)

claim of immersive NYT

Venice Time Machine - Nature Connection?

authenticiy of natural experiences - only visual sense get an increased stmuli

sonification is rather neglected (do we still stuck with dolby surrounding 5.0?)>>> no: remember Blue 

Brain Project EPFL - ears for recording sounds... rather strong attention driven methodology for 

leading the recipients experience

Broadcast - BBC documentary, National Geographics
brand! Iconographic representation of authenticity, seriousness, trueful information, facts

Mockumentary on BBC?

Authenticity gets created over a certain time period

KNOWLEDGE GENERATION PROCESS
Raw Observations; Prototypes; Notations; Sketches, Drafts; Thought Experiments



KNOWLEDGE GENERATION PROCESS
Raw Observations; Prototypes; Notations; Sketches, Skatches; Drafts; Thought Experiments



RESULTS
Data Visualization; Statistics – Speaker (Aesthetic Difference?) 



Chair of Ecosystem
Management, ETH Zurich
Prof. Dr. Jaboury Ghazoul

Case Study: 
Scottish Highlands

DISCUSSION
Show arguments; make visual connections; use sound scapes



PROBLEM: TECHNOLOGY
Sustainability of Production



AVOID IMAGE/SOUND REDUNDANCE
Human perception is multimodal!





CONCLUSION / FURTHER THOUGHTS



IN THE END
‚Thank you for



THE FUTURE OF HISTORY
World-Wide-Publication; Shoulder of Giants; Infinite Archive



Filmmaking is decision-making...
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Team-up with colleague
> 10min discuss about potential own approach
> write down visualization styles
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Decision criteria:

- Talking Head, voice-over (who?)
- Visual Styles (archive, photos, diagrams, 

animations, presentation slides,
screencaptures...)

- CI of University? Institution? (Typography, 
Colours)

- Sound Design, Atmosphere, Music
- Script (who writes it, who performs?)
- Storyboard
- Technical Equipment
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Storyboard

Approx. duration of Video: min
Locations: (Studio, On-location, Library, Outdoors)
Number of different scenes: 

Video 1.1
Project Title

Connection to the 
weekly assignment:

Notice:

Example of a science educational video production plan, 
audiovisualresearch.org, 2017.

LMU Workshop: Die Kunst von Video-Abstracts; 19.05.2017; Jeanine Reutemann



Fill-out prodution sheet
and start storyboard



Individual Meetings


